Viscosity coefficient for equilibrium hydrogen plasma is studied by the Chapman-Enskog method. In particular, the effect of different criteria for the cutoff of the atomic partition function is studied. The adopted criteria affect the composition of the plasma, in the first place. But also the population of atomic electronic excited states. When proper cross sections are considered for the interactions of plasma constituents with atomic hydrogen electronic excited states, which are much larger than those for the ground state, the choice of the cutoff criterion is shown to have a fundamental impact on calculated transport properties.
Introduction
Many years ago we have shown the dependence of transport coefficients of thermal plasmas on the cut-off criterion used for terminating the electronic partition function [1] . The reported results showed differences up to 25% in the relevant coefficients (themal conductivity, viscosity) due to the dependence of the transport coefficients on the composition and thermodynamic properties resulting from the different cut-off criteria. The main limitation of that study is represented by the use of the equal cross sections for the electronic excited states (EES) and for the ground state. In a series of papers recently published by our group [2, 3] we have shown the influence of electronic excited states on the transport coefficients of thermal plasmas by comparing the results obtained by imposing: i. equal cross sections for all atomic states (usual case) ii. different cross sections for EES (abnormal case).
In these papers we have considered a fixed number of excited states in the partition function. More recently, a consistent cutoff model has been used [4] . In the present work we want to extend this analysis to the role played by the cutoff criterion. Results are reported for the viscosity coefficient of hydrogen plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium as obtained by the Chapman-Enskog method in the first approximation [5] . In the following section the different cutoff models used for the study are discussed.
Cutoff of the atomic partition function
It is well known that the atomic partition function diverges if the summation is carried over all unperturbed energy levels. The explanation of this paradox is that atoms are not completely isolated and many body effects perturb the atomic excited states. Although methods have been developed to correctly account for non-ideal effects in the thermodynamics of dense plasmas [6, 7] , these methods are not directly applicable to a transport theory. Several simplified models are currently used in practice [7] :
• Ground state (GS) model. In this simplest case the ground state only is considered; • Confined atom (CA). Those excited states whose size exceeds the interparticle separation are excluded from the summation;
• Static screening Coulomb potential (SCCP). This model attempts to simulate the intra-atomic effects of the Debyeshielded Coulomb interactions.
The effect of the different criteria on the equilibrium composition of the plasma is shown in fig. 1 for a hydrogen plasma at different pressures. 
Collision integrals
The calculation of the transport coefficients is straightforward once the collision integrals describing the interaction among different plasma constituents are specified. In order to properly account for the presence of EES, each electronic excited state of the Hydrogen atom, H(n), n being the principal quantum number, is considered as a separate species. The collision integrals for the relevant interactions among H(n), H + and electrons are the same used in our previous works [2] [3] [4] . They present a strong dependence on the principal quantum number especially for collision integrals diffusion-type of H(n)-H + collisions. A sample of results is reported in fig. 2 
Results
Results are reported for the viscosity of equilibrium hydrogen plasma. The viscosity coefficient is obtained in the framework of the Chapman-Enskog method with the first approximation in terms of Sonine polynomials [5] .
The first effect of the different cutoff criteria is to produce differences in the equilibrium composition of the plasma. In order to show the extent of this influence, viscosity is calculated by using for EES the same cross sections as the ground state. Figure 3 reports the comparison of the plasma viscosity for different plasma pressures as calculated under the three cutoff models. While at p=1atm the differences are small, at higher pressures they can be dramatic. In this case, where only ground state cross sections are considered, the highest contribution to the viscosity comes from the proton-proton cross section (see fig. 2 ). Therefore the plot can be explained by the differences in ionization degree: since the SCCP model produces a higher ionization, the predicted viscosity coefficient is smaller. The results of the GS model lie somewhat in between the other two: it follows the CA results at low temperature and then tend to the fully ionized limit at high temperature. The CA model instead, predicts a larger atom concentration at high temperature. th Finally, the effect of EES cross sections on the plasma viscosity is shown for the three cutoff models. Figure 4 reports the comparison of the abnormal viscosity of equilibrium hydrogen plasma at different pressures as obtained by the CA and SCCP models (the GS model is obviously not dependent on any assumption about EES cross sections). In this case, GS model results are higher than the other two, showing that EES cross sections play a great role in determining the viscosity coefficient. In particular, CA model results show a marked decrease due to the higher number of EES predicted by the model. In conclusion, while the role of EES cross sections in affecting plasma transport has been studied and it is now widely accepted, care must be taken to ensure a consistent procedure is adopted to determine plasma composition and EES populations since this choice largely affects the results.
